
Walking-shops Programme 

 

 

October 6
th

 – Simone Kenyon leads us in“Sensing out the Hielan' Way” 

                      As an introduction to her exploration of the underused 

                      paths of the Cabrach and beyond. 

                      Meet at Huntly Mart at 9am for an ascent and (approx 4 hour) 

                      meander over the Clashmach, the start of the Hielan' Way. 

 

October 13
th

 – Andy Kirkpatrick and Simone Kenyon  - “In the footsteps of  

                       Nan Shepherd” 

                       Follow in the footsteps of solitary walker-writer Nan Shepherd 

                       with Kenyon and hear about Kirkpatrick's solo vertical climbs,  

                       for a 6 hour walk along the remote former drove roads of the 

                       North East's Hielan' Way.  

                       Walk and Booking: 

                       Meet 8am in the Huntly Square 

                       The circa 6 hour Walk will be in the Glenlivet area, in the foothills     

                       of the Cairngorm Mountains, followed by a dinner with Andy 

                       Kirkpatrick. Transport will be arranged from Huntly, bus leaving 

                       the square at 8am sharp, returning circa 8pm. 

                       £25 : for bookings and more information visit out website 

                       www.deveron-arts.com/events/.  

 

October 26
th

 – Patrick Scott “Mair Lees fae Patrick Scott” Local Historian Patrick 

                        Scott will lead us on an all accessible walk round Huntly, pointing out  

                        significant features and recounting the stories behind them.  

                        Meet in the Square at 2pm (2 hours approx) 

 

November 3
rd

 – “Back of the North Wind Walk” As part of “Halloween in Huntly's” exciting      

                          weekend programme. The Walking Institute team and friends will take you on a        

                          spirited interactive journey northwards. Fun for all the family. Meet in the 

                          Square at 11am. (1½ hours approx) 

 

November 16
th

 - “Steps to Inspiration” Local writer Maureen Ross will lead us  

                        on a forensic study of  our environment on this all accessible walk  

                        around Huntly before we share our thoughts in a writing workshop and craft a  

                        communal poem.   

 

November 23rd – “Symphony Way” Paul Anderson is writng a symphony for and inspired by the  

                         Hielan’ Way circuit. Join him on this journey as he walks, sharing how he uses his              

                         investigations of the landscape to inform his composition.  All day walk. Time and  

                         meeting point to be confirmed. 

 

December 6
th

 – “Full Moon Wander and Wonder” Sandra Brantingham will lead us throught the  

                           wonders of the Huntly Night Sky on the night of the December full moon. Meet in  

                           the square at 6pm, talk and telescope venue to be confirmed.   

 

December 21st-  Winter Solstice Walk- with Norma D Hunter. Bonfire and Bites on Battlehill.      

                            Leaving the square at 6pm.                                                              

  


